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ABSTRACT: Rainfall Prediction is the application of science and technology to predict the amount of rainfall over a 
region. One of the important reasons to exactly determine the rainfall is for the effective use of water resources, crop 
productivity, and preplanning of water structures. But here the main focus is to relate the rainfall with one of the most 
destructive natural disasters i.e., flood. Flood prediction is one of the most challenging and uncertain tasks which has a 
significant impact on human society. Timely and accurate predictions can help to proactively reduce human and 
financial loss. To mimic the complex mathematical expressions of physical processes of floods, during the past two 
decades, machine learning (ML) methods contributed highly to the advancement of prediction systems providing better 
performance and cost-effective solutions. This study aims to predict daily rainfall with the help of a Long Short -Term 
Memory (LSTM), a kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) considering the long term. The LSTM model was 
constructed and trained with the Keras neural network API [2]. With an LSTM model using the rainfall data from 1998 
to 2018, a model is developed to predict the rainfall in Kerala which could be used for flood prediction in the area. 
Mean Squared Error(MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) were calculated after comparing the predicted 
values with the actual. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Floods are the most common and widespread of all weatherrelated natural disasters. It can occur within minutes or 

over a long period and may last days, weeks, or longer. The primary effects of flooding include loss of life and damage 
to buildings and other structures, including bridges sewerage systemroadways, and canals. Damage to roads and 
transport infrastructure may make it difficult to mobilize aid to those affected or to supply emergency health treatment. 
Floodwaters typically inundate farmland, making the land unworkable and preventing crops from being planted or 
harvested, which may cause shortages of food both for humans and livestock . Entire harvests for a rustic are often lost 
in extreme flood circumstances. The research on the advancement of flood prediction models contributed to risk 
reduction, policy suggestion, minimization of the loss of human life, and reduction of the property damage related to 
floods. To mimic the complex mathematical expressions of physical processes of floods, during the  past 20 years, 
machine learning (ML) methods contributed highly to the advancement of prediction systems providing better 
performance and cost-effective solutions. Due to the vast benefits and potential of ML, its popularity dramatically 
increased among hydrologists [1]. Robust and accurate prediction contributes highly to water resource management 
strategies, policy suggestions and analysis, and further evacuation modeling [3]. Aim Our main focus is to study the 
effectiveness of the LSTM algorithm for the prediction of rainfall. Hence the question is not whether they are effective 
or not, but how accurate an LSTM model can predict rain. The reason we choose LSTM is because of the abilities of 
the algorithm to consider long-term dependabilities thus making it a good algorithm for time-series predictions. 
Machine Learning Machine learning, also referred to as ML, is a tool for processing and finding patterns in data. 
Machine learning algorithms focus on optimizing and finding regularities in the data. A big p art of machine learning 
consists of mathematics, the mathematics used is statistical learning and optimizationof the data. A big risk factor in 
machine learning is the risk of overfitting. Overfitting is when the algorithms rely too much on the sample and 
historical data, placing an all too high weight on the historic parameters, and eventually overfitting the data. The 
problem occurs when the prediction is being made of unknown data, the result is a high error rate due to the overfitting. 
Therefore most scientists and researchers work with hybrid methods on machine learning to minimize this risk as much 
as possible. Another important aspect related to machine learning that one needs to take into consideration is the 
representation of data. The data needs to be represented in a structured and accessible manner. The structure is 
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important because it can help the algorithm to process the data correctly [10]. Neural network (NN) is a technological 
concept capturing the scope of machine learning and the biological brain. The neural networks are built up by a 
network of neurons or nodes. The lines connecting the nodes are named edges. The nodes in the network receive 
information as input from the edges in the network. The information inputted into the nodes is mult iplied by the weight 
set by the constructor of the network. The weight is used to adjust the importance of different computational results 
from the given node. The non-linear function is then added to the result, this function is referred to as the activat ion 
function. Typically the activation function is a tan(h) function and regulates how much of the weighted result from the 
neurons are added to the output, which can be the final output or an output passed on to more neurons or nodes in the 
network, in such a case our network will have multiple layers [11]. RNN is a class of neural networks that have the 
ability to have memory, which makes them more similar to how we humans process information and it is an efficient 
way to solve various scientific problems . In a traditional neural network, the data is processed independently. RNN is 
better than traditional neural networks in the case of predicting the next word in a sentence thanks to their ability to 
have a memory and recognize the context. LSTM is a kind of RNN, that has the ability to consider the long term 
dependability. LSTM was developed by two scientists, Schmidhuber and Hochreiter in 1997. What sets LSTM ’s apart 
from other RNN approaches is that LSTM’s have the ability to remember information for a longer time period and 
avoid the long term dependabilities. LSTM’s have a chain structure and on the inside, they operate using gates and 
layers of neural networks like other RNN approaches. The structure of the LSTM is constructed in a manner of a cell 
state that runs through the entire LSTM, the value is changed by the gates that have functioned by either allowing or 
disallowing data to be added to the cell state. There are also components by the name of gated cells that allow the 
information from previous LSTM outputs or layer outputs to be stored in them, this is where the memory aspect of 
LSTM’s kick in [12]. 

II. METHODS 

 
A model was implemented using the Keras framework and trained using a dataset that contained data about the daily 

rainfall level.  
A. Data Collection and Exploratory Data Analysis  

 
The source of the dataset is rainfall which can be measured either by ground rain gauges, or relatively new remote -

sensing technologies such as satellites, multisensor systems, and/or radars. The dataset containing precipitation level of 
Thrissur for the past 20 years(1998-2018) was collected. Exploratory Data Analysis(EDA) refers to the critical process 
of performing initial investigations on data to discover patterns to spot anomalies to test hypotheses and to chec k 
assumptions with the help of summary statistics and graphical representations. It employs a variety of techniques 
(mostly graphical) to:  

1. Maximize insight into a data set 
2. Uncover underlying structure  
3. Extract important variables  
4. Detect outliers and anomalies  
5. Test underlying assumptions  
6. Develop parsimonious models  
7. Determine optimal factor settings  
 
Most EDA techniques are graphical in nature with a few quantitative techniques. The reason for the heavy reliance 

on graphics is that by its very nature the main role of EDA is to open-mindedly explore, and graphics gives the analysts 
unparalleled power to do so, enticing the data to reveal its structural secrets, and being always ready to gain some new, 
often unsuspected, insight into the data. The particular graphical technique included as EDA was plotting the raw data. 
Histograms and scatter plots were used to draw some useful insights. Figure 1 shows the raw data and figure 2 
represents a sample after data scrubbing. 
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Fig.1 Daily rainfall data(in mm) 

 

 
Fig. 2 Sample after data scrubbing 

 
B. Data Preprocessing 

 
Data preprocessing is a data mining technique that involves transforming raw data into an understandable format. 

Realworld data is often incomplete, inconsistent, and/or lacking in certain behaviors or trends, and is likely to contain 
many errors. Preprocessing is necessary before training the machine learning models. It removes outliers and scales the 
features to an equivalent range. Before applying the collected dataset to the LSTM model, normalization was done, 
with the insight for improved accuracy. We used Scikit- Learn’sMinMaxScaler and scaled our dataset to numbers 
between zero and one. The normalized dataset after splitting into test and train sets were plotted using the ma tplot 
library functions (shown in figure 3). 
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Fig.3 Normalized training and test data plotted using matplotlib  

 
C. Frameworks  

 
The LSTM model was constructed and trained with the Keras neural network API [2]. The API is an open -source 

deep learning library written in Python and uses Tensorflow as a backend. Tensorflow is also an open source machine 
learning framework for numerical computations [4]. Keras fast learning curve and together with its easy 
implementation of deep learning models made a great tool for us to use for this project. 

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

A. LSTMArchitechture: 

 

LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem. Remembering information for 
long periods of time is practically their default behavior, not something they struggle to learn. In figure 4, a chunk 
of neural network, A, looks at some input xtand outputs a value ht. A loop allows information to be passed from 
one step of the network to the next.LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem. 
Remembering information for long periods of time is practically their default behavior, not something they struggle 
to learn. In figure 4, a chunk of neural network, A, looks at some input xtand outputs a value ht. A loop allows 
information to be passed from one step of the network to the next. 
 

 
     Fig. 4 LSTM Architecture 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Detailed representation 

 
In figure 5, each line carries an entire vector, from the output of one node to the inputs of others. The pink circles 
represent pointwise operations, like vector addition, while the yellow boxes are learned neural network layers. 
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Lines merging denote concatenation, while a line forking denote its content being copied and the copies going to 
different locations. 

B. LSTM Structure 

 

The LSTM model’s performance depends solely on the hyperparameter settings and the amount of training. The 
settings of the model are presented below. 

 

Input 

Together with all of the days and their feature which is included in the prediction we constructed a matrix and 

split all of the days into windows of a fixed size length. Then we reshape all the vectors in the matrix so that we get 
a NumPy array that is now a 3D vector of the shape (W ⇥ l ⇥ f), where W = Number Of Windows, l = Length Of 

A Window, and f = Number Of Features. This partitioning of the dataset was done to calculate the output easier and 

to support the input format of our framework Keras.We split the dataset into train and test sets where the training 

set contained 67% of the dataset (water level) and the rest (33%) were the test set. We then train the LSTM Model 
to determine the water level for each trainingday. 

 
Layers 

When constructing the LSTM model we have to take into consideration how many hidden layers the model will 
contain, the amount of LSTM cells that should be included in every layer, and what the dropout should be. The 
number depends  on what application the LSTM model is going to be used on, so the number of cells and layers can 
differ but the layers are often from 1 to 5 and the cells in each layer should contain the same amount of cells for 
finding an optimalstructure. A dense layer is a densely connected NN layer [14], where a dense layer connects each 
cell to another in the next layer. We have seen successful models using dense layer by building their model of 
hidden layers followed by multiple dense layers. 

 
Number Of Layers 

We have decided that our LSTM model will contain four layers, i.e, three hidden layers and one dense layers. The 
output of the first hidden layer is connected to another hidden layer than that layer is connected to a dense layer, 
i.e.hiddenlayer ! hidden layer ! hidden layer ! dense layer, where ! represent the connection between layers. 
Dropouts are used after each hidden layer for preventing the risk of overfitting. 
BacktestingRandomly selecting training, validation and testing sets in a data doesn ’t work for time series. It doesn't 
reflectthe sequential discovery process of time series and creates a huge risk. Prediction accuracy is the only true 
measure of performance for time series modeling, whether explicitly working on a prediction challenge, or on 
clustering, simulation, anomaly detection. The idea of backtesting is simple: at every moment in the data set, we 
have to train the model on known/past data at that moment, and test it on unknown/future data at that moment. Here 
backtesting is done using sliding window of length10. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Backtesting with sliding window 
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C. Optimal Hyperparameters 
Number Of Epochs 

An epoch is when the whole training data has been passed through the network, hence one epoch is one iteration of the 
whole training data being passed through the network. When the training data are being propagated through the 
network we split the training data into a batch size, where we defined the batch size as 10. This means that first the 10 
samples are being taken from the training data (0-9) and trained on the network, then it takes the next 10 samples and 
trains the network. The epoch continues until all samples are propagated through the network hence then one epoch 
had been passed through the network. 
 
Window 

We then do an empirical test for finding the optimal length of a window, we do not want a short window size 
because then the model will not acquire the longer dependencies hence neglecting important information. Thereis 
also a downside with a window size that is too large, it will then add a larger amo unt of redundant noise hence will 
overfit the training data. The best way to find the most suitable window size is to do an empirical test on different 
window size and find what value has the smallest MSE on the training data while training the LSTM model. We can 
see that the optimal length for the window in our case is10.For measuring the accuracy of prediction based on our 
data and LSTM model, we have set aside like described before 33% of the rainfall data as the test data. We have 
normalized the water level and that will be compared to the LSTM Models prediction when backtesting the test 
data. When backtesting the data we can see if the model that is built is overfitting [16], where this problem happens 
when the model is memorizing the data in our case, water level instead of learning the patterns. 
 
Optimizer 

When building the LSTM model we used the optimizer Adam because of its high performance and fast 
convergence compared to other alternative optimizers [5] and it was recommended to use it as default. When using 
the optimizer Adam we set the decay to 0.3. 
 
Error Calculation 

We then will evaluate the MSE and RMSE when evaluating the LSTM model’s train score and test score, where 
the score is the evaluation of our chosen loss function which in our case is  MSE. The MAE will also be calculated 
during the backtesting of the data for ensuring that the model is predicting with highaccuracy. 
Mean Square Error (MSE) is a method of computing the accuracy and the error in the predictive models used.  

 

 

 
 

where yiis the ithpredicted value and Yi is the ith actual/observed value. 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of a model refers to the mean of the absolute values of each prediction error  
on all instances of the test data-set. 

 
where Ai is the actual value and Fi is the forecast/predicted value. 

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a method to calculate the error or accuracy in the prediction of ones models. 
The RMSE calculates the error based on standard deviations. The final output is given in a standard deviation of the 
magnitude of the error, the individual calculations are outputted as residuals. [17]. 

 

RMSE=        

IV. PSEUDO CODE 

STEP 1 : Import the libraries. 
STEP 2 : Fix the random seed for reproducibility. 
STEP 3 : Read the data (csv file). 
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STEP 4 : Plot the dataset using matplotlib. 
STEP 5 : Normalize the data set. 
STEP 6 : Split the dataset in to train and test sets. The ratio should be 70:30 or 75:25. 
STEP 7 : Plot the training data set and test set separately. 
STEP 8 : Create a sliding window of the dataset. 
STEP 9 : Setup the LSTM model. 
STEP 10: Print out the evaluation score for both train and test set. 
STEP 11: Shift and plot the predictions. 
STEP 12: Test the network on an unseen dataset. 
STEP 13: Check the root mean squared error for the new test set. 

V. RESULTS 

 

For measuring how accurate our LSTM model is, we will make a prediction based on past data to make a 
prediction of the future history data. This will be done by feeding the LSTM model the last prediction that was feed 
to the LSTM model, which will be the last entry data of the training set, wewill then make a prediction which will 
represent the next water level. We then save that predicted water level which we can call P0 and starting to predict 
the next water level by feeding P0 to the LSTM model we will get the predicted water level P1. This iterative 
process will continue stepwise until we have predicted the number of days data as we want. When we then have 
predicted the water level over a certain amount of days, we will plot the prediction for days and  the real water level 
during that time. In this case, we can see if our model has overfitted the data during the backtesting because if the 
plot of the prediction is not near the backtesting then we will know that our model has overfitted. Training was 
done using the rainfall data from 1998 to 2003 and predicted daily rain for four years (2003 to 2006). We compared 
the obtained result with the actual values. Fig 7 shows the plot of actual rainfall values and in fig 8, a plot of 
predicted values for daily rain is shown.Table 1 shows the average RMSE, MAE, and MSE values obtained after 
evaluation. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Actual rainfall 
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Fig. 8 Plot of predicted daily rain 

 

 
Table 1 

 
Table 1 Average RMSE, MAE and MSE 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
We believe our conclusion is rather important and can assist other scientific works in this field, where models are 

built and accuracy is measured for predictions. If one reads some paperswritten by other scientists in this field, one will 
be amazed by the overall high accuracy in all the models. Our conclusion leads us to question these results if they 
solely contain back tested data. Thus our recommendation is to always do a prediction based on real-time data and 
measure that in complement with the back tested data results, because of the risk of overfitting. Even when deploying 
certain risk- management techniques to combat overfitting such as optimizing a hyperparameter we realized that 
overfitting is still present as a risk in the accuracy of themodel. 

In this field, there are several components that we believe other researchers should adopt to their frameworks of 
scientific work. The first part would be optimizing a hyperparameter to deal with the problem of overfitting when back 
testing the data. The second aspect would be to include more features like the land pattern and weather conditions 
which also is a reason for severe climatic changes that leads to natural disasters like flood. The third aspect would be to 
create a hybrid model where we can arrive at more useful insights and thereby leading to improvisations in agriculture 
or related field. 
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